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Endocrine Disrupters in Wastewater and Sludge Treatment ProcessesCRC Press, 2003


	
		Although the hypothesis that environmental chemicals may exhibit endocrine disrupting
	
		effects is not new, being raised by Allen and Doisy in 1924, again by Dodds
	
		et al. in 1938, and in the 1950s by Burlington and Lindeman, the issue has seen a
	
		growing level of concern due to reports of increased incidences of...
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Modelling Urban Development with Geographical Information Systems and Cellular AutomataCRC Press, 2008
Urban development and migration from rural to urban areas are impacting prime agricultural land and natural landscapes, particularly in the less developed countries. These phenomena will persist and require serious study by those monitoring global environmental change. To address this need, various models have been devised to analyze urbanization...
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Design and Analysis of Vaccine Studies (Statistics for Biology and Health)Springer, 2009

	Widespread immunization has many different kinds of effects in individuals and populations, including in the unvaccinated individuals. The challenge is in understanding and estimating all of these effects. This book presents a unified conceptual framework of the different effects of vaccination at the individual and at the population level....
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Adaptive Networks: Theory, Models and Applications (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2009
With adaptive, complex networks, the evolution of the network topology and the dynamical processes on the network are equally important and often fundamentally entangled. Recent research has shown that such networks can exhibit a plethora of new phenomena which are ultimately required to describe many real-world networks. Some of those phenomena...
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Nutrition in Kidney Disease (Nutrition and Health)Humana Press, 2014

	Nutrition in Kidney Disease, Second Edition addresses  the relationships between nutrition and (1) normal kidney function and disease, (2) the progressiveness of chronic kidney disease (CKD) and strategies to prevent further compromise, and (3) the treatment and management of kidney failure especially during medical crises, such as acute...
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Effects of Pollution on Fish: Molecular Effects and Population ResponsesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In April l999 an article appeared in Fishing News under the headline ‘Dredging and pollution hit stocks far more than fishing’. The article reported on claims made by an environmental group that these two anthropogenic impacts are causing a far greater decline of fish stocks in the North Sea than ‘supposed overfishing’ and...
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Interventions for Persisting Ductus Arteriosus in the Preterm InfantSpringer, 2005

	Over the past few years a remarkably rapid evolution in the professional level of neonatology and in the survival of immature infants has been witnessed. Persisting ductus arteriosus is common in this population and is associated with impaired longterm outcome. Many uncertainties exist concerning indication, approach, best time, and side...
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The Vanishing World of The Islandman: Narrative and Nostalgia (Palgrave Studies in Literary Anthropology)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Exploring An t-Oileánach (anglicised as The Islandman), an indigenous Irish-language memoir written by Tomás Ó Criomhthain (Tomás O'Crohan), Máiréad Nic Craith charts the development of Ó Criomhthain as an author; the writing, illustration, and publication of the...
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Integration of Alternative Sources of EnergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Our goal in writing this book was to discuss the ‘‘electrical side’’ of alternative energy sources. From the beginning, we felt that this approach would be a challenge that would be very difficult to fulfill. Most of the current technical work explores just one or two types of alternative energy sources, but the integration...
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Atherosclerosis: Diet and Drugs (Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology)Springer, 2005

	Cardiovascular diseases continue to be the leading cause of death in the - jority of industrialized countries. The most frequent underlying pathology, namely atherosclerosis, and its clinical sequelae, namely coronary heart d- ease, cerebrovascular disease and peripheral artery disease, remain common although for a long time we have been made...
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53: Scientific Foundations of Clinical Practice: Part II, An Issue of Pediatric Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Internal Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	In the last decade, the delineation of the human genome and the development of high throughput genomics and proteomics have transformed the practice of Pediatrics. The study of normal childhood growth and development, and pediatric diseases now focuses on the delineation of normal and abnormal gene expression, resultant cellular and organ...
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Agile Career Development: Lessons and Approaches from IBMIBM Press, 2009
Supercharge Performance by Linking Employee-Driven Career Development with Business Goals
 

How do you make career development work for both the employee and the business? IBM® has done it by tightly linking employee-driven career development programs with corporate...
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